
Because of your ability to be conservative, as well as thorough, someone
may come to you with a proposal to take charge of some project requiring a conserva-
tive mind. You work through the business madness like no other person. Clear thoughts
and answers are available to you and it is easy to see why higher-ups would call on you
to help in a difficult job or in a deadline situation. You may tend to be somewhat of a lon-
er this afternoon and find the simple life much more appealing. Hoopla and fanfare is just
not your cup of tea. Perhaps all that rushing about during the day has created the need
to find a quiet atmosphere for the evening. A loved one is most comforting this evening
and the two of you may enjoy a long after-dinner stroll. 

Aries (March 21-April 19)

STAR TRACK

You may find it difficult to buckle down to your more routine duties this
day. You could find yourself in a rather dreamy kind of mood. Perhaps a poem has been
running around in your mind and you want to finish it. As a new life phase begins for you,
satisfaction could be coming from your work, health or a creative venture. These things
may lead to love and a new self-image if you will stick with them. If you have not taken a
creative writing course, this next year might be a good time to consider it. It should be
easy for you to enjoy and value your own life situation, or to feel particularly kind
towards a friend or loved one. Someone may compliment you on your talents and the
way that you handle yourself. Your domestic life is in a good place: harmony. 

Taurus (April 20-May 20)

You are mentally alert and ready to achieve and accomplish a variety of sub-
jects. You may be very convincing in what you say and think. With all of this

emotional energy, you could lecture, teach or represent your company. Being closely
involved with another person may well become your highest priority. Your career direction
gets some real focus and life’s problems seem easy to solve. You may find yourself benefit-
ing from conversations with an older individual or someone in authority. Marriage contracts
and partnerships are seen as a means of success and happiness. The most unusual people
are attracted to you at this time. Show the world you have character and good taste. Lots of
good news pours in at the same time. Get ready . . . Company is coming. 

Gemini (May 21-June 20)

Today you contact those key people that can contribute to your business
success. It is who you know, not necessarily what you know, that makes a

difference—you are friendly. A stabilizing factor for your emotions may come from a mar-
riage or other close relationship, which gives rise to great expectations now. This is a good
time to enjoy your association and ties to other folks and to strive for peace and harmony
in all of your endeavors. You may find yourself wanting to collect all of the information
about a disturbing subject that you possibly can, in order to share with those around you.
Knowing a little about many things is your calling card. Have faith in a loved one this
evening. Do not worry about circumstances that are out of your control. 

Cancer (June 21-July 22)

Leo (July 23-August 22)

You could be flexing your independence today, as well as getting right in
the middle of anything that is new, unusual or different. Get organized and pour your
effort into the most important priorities. You may just relish getting away from the old
tried and true routine this afternoon or you could work to set your sails in another direc-
tion—towards change. Community activities fascinate you. Look beyond the surface
meanings for the insights you seek at this time. Responsibilities and outside commitments
demand your attention. Your presence is beneficial and comforting to others. Tonight is a
good time to update your checkbook, pay bills and look at ways in which you could take
on a new financial strategy. 

Virgo (August 23-September 22)

Correct choices and deciding which path is best, may be at odds with your
sense of value. You may not rate highly the easy way, or the clear-cut option, and may
choose instead a more difficult path for your life experiences and lessons. There is a contin-
ued accent on your career. You may receive a challenging new assignment or job offer at
this time. Your personality is valuable in business dealings. Friendships and involvement in
group activities play a more important part in your life. Being able to communicate and get
your message across to others is very important to you. Your timing should be perfect and
those around you should find you most expressive. You could find yourself enjoying the
support that is given to you at this time. 

Libra (September 23-October 22)

You should be feeling really good about making your own way and discover-
ing solutions to whatever problems you have. The good life and all that is fine and pleasura-
ble may be what you value most just now. Expressing yourself comes quite naturally and
works very well with your thoughts and ideas. Others will follow your lead at this time due
to your power of persuasion. Expect a gratifying conversation between you and someone
about whom you care deeply—a healing takes place. Some nice compliment may reach you
today in the form of flattery on your preferences or personal effects. It should be a breeze to
enjoy and find value in your own life circumstances. You feel especially good-hearted

toward a friend or loved one this evening. 

Scorpio (October 23-November 21)

Today has every indication of being your day—you may find it particularly
easy to express yourself. You appear very relaxed. Being able to understand

those around you could create opportunities for you to be the go-between for problem-
solving situations, if you want. You know how to give others encouragement, even when
there seems to be no possible way. There is a sense of support and harmony from your co-
workers and family, making this a happy time. These people could have a big impact on your
goals and make a huge impression. Gathering and exchanging information becomes para-
mount. Expect a mentally and socially active period. Getting your personal affairs organized
will help you along in your career path.

Sagittarius (November 22-December 21)

Capricorn (December 22-January 19)

Deep and penetrating discussions and investigative conversations could find
you at your mental finest. Your perceptive abilities are at a high point. You

have no problem in getting your thoughts and ideas across to other people at this time—
good communication. An interest in charities or volunteering comes to your attention again
and again. Self-sacrifice can be noble if the cause is worthy; otherwise, it can be a terrible
waste. Now is the time to be sure which is which. You have the ability to know where to
draw the line and now is the time to make those decisions and turn them into goals. An
unexpected turn of events could be profitable this evening. Before you get the check you
have spent the money in your mind—spend wisely. 

Pisces (February 19-March 20)

Your mind is expeditious and your words are the only tools you need as you
arrange last minute calls for some type of party food delivery. You may have to sew a seam,
rearrange furniture, make phone calls to confirm engagements, but this is something you
seem to enjoy doing. A party, big or small, is thrilling and anticipated every time you decide
to host. Save yourself some frustrations and appoint a friend to help with some of these last-
minute errands. A gift may be this friend’s reward. There is enough time to sit down and
prop your feet up to go over your list one last time. This evening you will find your company
particularly witty and eccentric—fun. You enjoy adding to your friendships. You have some
ideas on new adventures for next year. 

Aquarius (January 20- February 18)
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ACROSS
1. (computer science) A computer that is
running software that allows users to leave
messages and access information of general
interest.
4. Small bitter fruit of the marasca cherry
tree from whose juice maraschino liqueur is
made.
11. A slight rounded elevation where the
malleus attaches to the eardrum.
15. Resinlike substance secreted by certain
lac insects.
16. Of or relating to Iran or its people or
language or culture.
17. A lawman concerned with narcotics vio-
lations.
18. A loose sleeveless outer garment made
from aba cloth.
19. (Sumerian and Akkadian) A demon per-
sonifying death.
20. A short erect tail.
21. A very young child (birth to 1 year) who
has not yet begun to walk or talk.
23. German composer.
25. Infections of the skin or nails caused by
fungi and appearing as itching circular
patches.
27. The tenth month of the Moslem calen-
dar.
28. Date used in reckoning dates before the
supposed year Christ was born.
30. Before noon.
31. A compartment in front of a motor vehi-
cle where driver sits.
33. A colorless explosive liquid that is
volatile and poisonous and foul-smelling.
34. A boy or man.
36. A tricycle (usually propelled by ped-
alling).
41. Large west African tree having large
palmately lobed leaves and axillary cymose
panicles of small white flowers and one-
winged seeds.
43. (Babylonian) God of storms and wind.
45. Italian operatic soprano (born in 1922).
47. The small projection of a mammary
gland.
48. English film actress (1913-1967).
51. A kiln for drying hops.
52. Any of various strong liquors distilled
from the fermented sap of toddy palms or
from fermented molasses.
55. The world's largest desert (3,500,000
square miles) in North Africa.
57. The basic monetary unit in many coun-
tries.
59. A republic consisting of 26 of 32 coun-
ties comprising the island of Ireland.
63. (Scottish) Bluish-black or gray-blue.
66. A very loud utterance (like the sound of
an animal).
68. Not only so, but.
69. Any plant of the genus Reseda.
72. An industrial city in northern France
near the Belgian border.
74. A health resort near a spring or at the
seaside.
75. A former agency (from 1946 to 1974)
that was responsible for research into
atomic energy and its peacetime uses in the
United States.
76. A trellis on which ornamental shrub or
fruit tree is trained to grow flat.
78. An oral poliovirus vaccine (containing
live but weakened poliovirus) that is given
to provide immunity to poliomyelitis.
79. Hormone released by the hypothalamus
that controls the release of thyroid-stimu-

lating hormone from the anterior pituitary.
80. Most direct.
81. 100 pyas equal 1 kyat.

DOWN
1. Divulge information or secrets.
2. A small cake leavened with yeast.
3. Someone who works (or provides work-
ers) during a strike.
4. A unit of time equal to 60 seconds or
1/60th of an hour.
5. (Welsh) Lord of Annwfn (the other
world.
6. Tall perennial herb of tropical Asia with
dark green leaves.
7. An agent that counteracts or neutralizes
acidity (especially in the stomach).
8. The granite-like rocks that form the out-
ermost layer of the earth's crust.
9. A town in southeastern New Mexico on
the Pecos River near the Mexican border.
10. (Babylonian) The sky god.
11. (of a piece of ground) Not have a crop
sown on it.
12. Long-tailed brilliantly colored parrot of
Central and South America.
13. A city in northwestern Turkey.
14. Of or pertaining to a number system
having 8 as its base.
22. The 7th letter of the Greek alphabet.
24. The syllable naming the sixth (submedi-
ant) note of a major or minor scale in
solmization.
26. Urge or force (a person) to an action.
29. The particular occupation for which you
are trained.
32. Any of various spiny trees or shrubs of
the genus Acacia.
35. Bar temporarily.
37. The lower house of the parliament of
the Republic of Ireland.
38. Any branch of Shinto other than Kokka.
39. A large number or amount.
40. Being precisely fitting and right.
42. Sweet liqueur made from wine and
brandy flavored with plum or peach or
apricot kernels and bitter almonds.
44. Full of submerged reefs or sandbanks
or shoals.
46. Small order of macroscopic fresh and
brackish water algae with a distinct axis.
49. Large snake mackerel with rings like
spectacles around its eyes.
50. A shoe without a tongue and with dec-
orative lacing up the instep.
53. A hard brittle blue-white multivalent
metallic element.
54. Unknown god.
56. A rare heavy polyvalent metallic ele-
ment that resembles manganese chemically
and is used in some alloys.
58. A state in New England.
60. Greek author of fables (circa 620-560
BC).
61. In small tight curls.
62. An Indian tree of the family
Combretaceae that is a source of timber
and gum.
64. A facial expression of contempt or
scorn.
65. United States writer (born in Poland)
who wrote in Yiddish (1880-1957).
67. A jaunty rhythm in music.
70. A potent estrogen used in medicine and
in feed for livestock and poultry.
71. The residue that remains when some-
thing is burned.
73. The universal time coordinated when an
event is received on Earth.
77. A radioactive metallic element that is
similar to tellurium and bismuth.

Friday’s Solution
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You are most practical when it comes to dealing and working with others.
You work hard at developing a system for getting things organized as a

sense of ambition and common sense. All lines of communication could be open to you at
this time and you may feel particularly in touch and in rapport with others. Now is a time
when you can probably expect a little push in the right direction and some sort of positive
recognition from those around you. Needing and wanting to be respected is an emotional-
ly charged issue at this time and could be one of your motivating factors. You are called on
to show off your talents this evening and you could find yourself in some sort of entertain-
ment arena or piano bar; you are encouraged. 

You may find it easy to read people and that should give you a better under-
standing of and sensitivity to their needs, which in turn will put you in a posi-

tion to communicate concerning groups and the community in general. Interacting with
those in your neighborhood as well as your family helps to placate a big emotional need.
Making sure you are understood when you speak is an important issue to you just now. You
will, however, have no problem in convincing others of new projects or particular ideas—
you just naturally have a talent for conversing with those around you. You will find it neces-
sary to be out and about gathering new information to share with others. A pleasant conver-
sation will ensue with loved ones tonight. 
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